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Content and Expectations

410 is meant to work in concert with your other 400 level courses. You will 
be using your knowledge and skills acquired to date (which are consider-
able) as well as learning new skills and developing a capacity to work 
collaboratively with others..

Note that much of the work in this class is unframed —this means that you 
take on what has been put forward and develop it as you see fit. It does not 
mean that I have no expectations for your work process or work, only that I 
expect a thoughtful and considered work ethic, professional skill and 
considered work.

You may notice that there is no work schedule that is provided, except for 
class times and meeting expectations. This is because you will be shaping 
a work schedule with your colleagues and me that you think fits your time 
and potential. Again my own expecations and experience with this will 
inform this.

The work in this class will follow two tracks. One track will allow you to 
engage in professional practice with a community partner. You will work 
collaboratively with others on a team.

The other track will allow you to develop your own curiosity and investiga-
tive nature, as well as practice your own sense of design practice. You will 
work independently here. In both tracks you will be called on to extend 
yourself as a designer and person.

The other track will allow you to develope your own curiosity and investa-
give nature, as well as practice your own sense of design practice. You will 
work independently here. In both tracks you will be called on to extend 
yourself as a designer and person. 

IIn the 400 level courses that you’ll engage this year you should find 
support and synergy in the array you are working in. Look to other 
coursework to assist you in doing work in this class. In turn, think of this 
class as part of your other coursework, both in Graphic Design and in other 
classes you are taking.

I am looking forward to working with you this semester. No doubt it will 
be exciting, challenging, troubling joyful and hard. It will demand both work 
and playfullness. Through it all keep in mind you are developing as a 
professionaly designer, It will be the last year you will be in a space that is 
both safe and challenging. Please make the best of it.
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The Clutch Energy Drink is looking to gain support in two main areas.
 
First,
The brand is looking to expand the flavor portfolio. The category has many 
flavors that are popular and contributing to growth for the retailers.
We are looking for confidential findings with support on choosing the next 
flavors. The Flavors will be vetted out via a panel of the demographic for the 
category. Sampling and future shoppers are key to Clutch being ahead of 
the category and the competition. We are looking to understand what the 
top flavors are today in the market and why / what are the next best or 
newest flavors the customers are looking for.
*I have examples that I would like to be used to start with along with any 
findings the students will have. This will get the project off and running 
quickly.
**I would also like to add if possible that the students could possibly name a 
special flavor for their campus. Graphics and details TBD. This flavor would 
be a Limited Time Only offering in the Madison (not Stevens Point?)market.
 
 

Second,

The Clutch Energy Drink has many head winds to face as a new brand in a 
very competitive category. The category has Monster and Red Bull which 
are leaders in the category today. The Clutch Energy Drink is out to prove 
its uniqueness in flavor profile and its over all marketing strategy. We are 
not another “me too” energy company that just focuses on select areas or 
demographics. We need to have support with our new marketing 
campaign and possibly graphics we use on the cans themselves. 
Example is in 2019 we want to launch a graphic can that exemplifies what 
America is to all of us. Limited time offer that will be around from June 1st 
through July 31st.

In 2019 we will be changing some printing options and moving in a new 
direction. That will be revealed as we get close to the timing. The help 
here will be to expand the brand and support our new marketing.
Every person can be Clutch. Parents, Athletes, Students, Friends and 
Neighbors all can be Clutch. Yes we are loyal to our founding ways in how 
we became Clutch. Those Snow Mobile , Four wheeling , Racing and 
Adrenaline seeking people that need to have The Power , The Sustain and 
The Revive to accomplish what they want in their sport. Those we shall 
always be loyal. That is one of the reasons we are launching Citrus Lime.

NOTE : this project would require a confidentiality agreement be 
adhered to,




